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This creative endeavour demonstrates ILDL’s dedication to producing a coherent and engaging outdoor

experience by skillfully fusing lighting, architecture, and landscape design.

Innovative Design Group (IDG), a leader in design and lighting, presents ILDL, a revolutionary outdoor lighting

solution that revitalises farmhouse aesthetics. The farmhouse is a marvel of architectural design, with an

upper level that highlights a floating e"ect created by painstakingly mounted linear frictions at window piles

that produce an artistic spectacle. Outside, linear lights accentuate the floating e"ect and create an incredibly

immersive atmosphere.
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The concept puts ILDL’s facade illumination experience front and centre. Raiser boards, tiny spotlights, and a

bonding e"ect that softly reduces light downward are all examples of accent lighting. Customised 50–40mm

spots and the play of particular beam angles on scallop patterns give the facade wall a more sophisticated

architectural look. The achievement of harmony in the outside space is largely dependent on the landscape

design. Fixtures with specific beam angles are used in the landscape design, which is shaped like trees. Larger

beam angles highlight spacious trees, and along the walks, markers and floor washers spaced three metres

apart form an eye-catching path-guiding element.

The whole atmosphere has been thoughtfully chosen to radiate a sense of understated elegance, modesty,

and calming serenity. The primary features of the facade are defined by vertical rafters, which provide a

welcoming and serene atmosphere. Additionally, ten to twelve-watt lights placed thoughtfully atop trees

create lovely shadows and accentuate the surrounding natural beauty, transforming the area into a magical

setting.
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Uplighting brilliance elevates the facade and mounting lights to incredible heights, reflecting on the pool and

adding a sophisticated touch to the outside area. The annexe’s floating illusion, created by linear lighting,

skillfully unites all the components into an alluring visual symphony.

For more info visit: https://www.ildlimited.com/about/ (https://www.ildlimited.com/about/)
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